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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

POLISH DENTAL CENTER TO PARTNER WITH NSORO FOUNDATION TO 
PROVIDE PRO BONO DENTAL SERVICES 

Atlanta’s premier dentistry group is now the official dental provider to nSoro scholars 
  

ATLANTA, December 18, 2020 – Polish Dental Centers is partnering with the nSoro Educational 
Foundation to be the official dental provider of the nSoro scholars. With more than 10 years serving the 
Altana community, Polish Dental has, under the leadership of CEO Dr. Tiffany Jamison-Rand, grown 
to 3 locations and a compassionate team of more than 25 staff excited to welcome the students. 

 
The nSoro Educational Foundation exists to aid all young adults who have aged out of the foster care 
system.  Dr. Rand and her associates have pledged to provide pro bono dental care to all 302 scholars, 
ages 16-26, in the program. As we all know, dental procedures are expensive and not always covered 
completely by insurance. Polish Dental Center will give all scholars a Community partner carry-card 
that, when presented at any of our locations, will allow them to receive dental procedures free of charge. 
Existing insurance coverage or no insurance at all, the scholars will be covered when they present a 
carrying card with their name on the back. 

 
Polish Dental Center is a 100% woman-owned group of dental practices in the Atlanta Area that prides 
itself on support causes that benefit women and children. In each office, Polish strives to deliver the 
Perfect Patient Experience by approaching all aspects of our practice with Speed, Accuracy, and 
Empathy. 

 
The owner, Dr. Tiffany Jamison-Rand is an Atlanta native, an alumna of Xavier University of Louisiana 
Undergraduate and Howard University College of Dentistry and has practiced general & cosmetic 
dentistry for 15 years. 

 
The Mission of the nSoro Education Foundation is lifechanging to fostered young and impactful to the 
world at large, therefore, Polish Dental Centers are pleased to offer a small contribution to the growth 
and development of these young adults.   
 


